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At Bayer Crop Science, we're committed to supporting farmers on their journey, putting health, nutrition and sustainable food production at the very heart of what we do.
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Crop production for a fast-changing world 
Tools, ideas & inspiration for smarter farming - the future starts now



Discover our vast range of
Products


Search ProductsDocument Store

[image: Selection of Bayer Crop Science UK product images.]Ensuring agricultural success. Advocating farmers' needs.
Herbicides, Fungicides, Adjuvants, Seed Treatments and many more
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iblon. on itUnrivalled broad-spectrum disease control
Raising the bar on disease control. iblon®, a new SDHI fungicide from Bayer, delivers unrivaled broad-spectrum control of Septoria, yellow rust and brown rust, proven to deliver yield benefits through extended crop greening and is crop and equipment safe thanks to the outstanding Leafshield formulation.


More about iblon


[image: Field View Background Image] FieldView - The driving force behind your farm’s future

Learn more
PRESS TO WATCH THE VIDEO
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Reach out to our experts
For technical questions about our products for arable, roots and horticultural crops your local technical manager will be pleased to help you.



Contact us
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Industry insights from experts in the field
Weed Management
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Weed Management
AuthorBayer Crop Science
Seize the opportunity to control grass-weeds
With good spray windows few and far between this spring, it’s important to be decisive when planning spring weed control.
Find out moreabout Seize the opportunity to control grass-weeds
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Five spring agronomy pointers
Many important agronomy decisions will be made over coming months. Bayer’s Tom Astill offers his answers to five key questions.
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Raising the value of broad-spectrum activity
Iblon®, Bayer’s new broad-spectrum fungicide, has performed strongly in trials, impressing all those who have seen it. 




	Weed Management
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Mode of action diversity – putting it into practice
The importance of using a range of cultural controls and different modes of action is widely recognised as being key to managing herbicide resistance risks, but what is actually happening on-farm? Crop Focus investigates..





Discover more in our Insights
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Agronomy IDCrop Diseases, Weeds and Pests
We provide a wide range of crop protection products designed to control diseases, pests and weeds, and maximise yields in order to increase profitability. Click on the links below to help identify the problem that is affecting your crop, and find out more about the solutions that we offer.


Find out more
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Carbon ProgrammeThe Bayer Carbon Programme
Cutting greenhouse gas emissions and locking carbon away in soil is touted as a key part of global efforts to combat climate change. While undoubtedly important, it is still unclear what overall contribution arable farms can make and how this fits with running a profitable business.

That is why Bayer has launched a Europe-wide Carbon Programme featuring five UK farmers and 23 others from seven European countries to investigate the practicalities of storing soil carbon and reducing greenhouse gases


Find out more
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Sign up to receive regular agronomy insights.
Keep up to date with the latest from Bayer Crop Science.



Sign up
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Discover FieldMate app
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Contact Us
	Emergency Helpline
00800 1020 3333
(24hr call centre hosted in the USA)
	Technical Helpline
0808 1969522
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